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01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk

APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Swivel castor PA/RU Ø 100 mm - with ball bearing, 160
kg
SKU 48055

This swivel castor is equipped with a ball bearing with a diameter of 100
mm. The material of the rim consists of polyamide (PA) and the tread of
rubber. The wheel is sound-absorbing, streak-free and equipped with a
load capacity of 160 kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Rubber

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 100

Outside dimension height 128

Carry weight 160

Product new

Type Wheels

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A swivel wheel with a load capacity of 160 kg. The tread of the wheel
consists of blue rubber (RU) and the material of the rim of black
polyamide (PA). The steel of the transport wheel is electrolytically
galvanized. The diameter of the wheel is 100 mm and the height of the
castor wheel is 128 mm. The center hole diameter of the swivel wheel is
8 mm and the temperature range is -20° C to + 60° C. The wheel is
equipped with a mounting plate with dimensions 104 x 80 mm. The bolt
hole is 9 mm and the hole pattern has the dimensions 80 x 60 mm. The
wheel is also sound-absorbing and streak-free! The wheels of
LogistiekOnline can be combined with various types of roll containers
and dollies . Would you like to know more about the different types of
roll container wheels and applications or tips when purchasing ? Then
read our blog!
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